2017 Year in Review
What people are saying
"Wow! This was
really delightful and
calming. I think being
here will improve my
ability to care for my
mental health. Good
variety of techniques
and skills."

"I
always attend
FORGE workshops
when I go to
conferences. I even
brought friends and
partners this
“Thank you for
time!"
making the information
"I
about the training public.
forgot my
That way I can know as a
anxiety meds - this
trans survivor that I am not
workshop helped me
alone, and that other
to stay focused and
professionals are being
positive for the
trained somewhere in
entirety of the
the world.”
conference."

From
Trans
Survivors

“As I
put together
some slides on
oppression, I am
appreciating this email from
you (again). I think I have
referred to it and pulled it
out about ten times since
you sent it.”

From
Providers

“I
“Using some
am awed by your
resources
from
skills. Only you have the
FORGE for a training I
range of skills, depth of
am prepping. Just
experience, sensitivity and
flexibility to pull off what you did needed to tell you how
for us. You REALLY get us. And we much you folks rock!
No really – ROCK!”
really get that you get us…that’s
why the response to your training
from each county has been
“I
“That was an
overwhelmingly
have been soooo
amazing two days of
enthusiastic.”
impressed with all of your
facilitation. It was a really
materials and have been
rich experience...and I
sending
links to many of your
“That was a
appreciated the variety of
webinars to my colleagues and
phenomenal
activities and learning
partners
on campus and inviting
webinar! …Thank you
styles.”
them to view them with me. It’s
so much for your
informative, accessible, great to have these powerful
resources so readily available.
and valuable
Thank you.”
presentation.”
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